TEL KEDESH EXCAVATIONS
INVENTORY

POTTERY K97, K99
LAMP K97, K99
TERRACOTTA K99
BONE/IVORY K99
STONE K99
Stamped Amphora Handles K99
INSCRIBED OBJECTS K99
COINS K99
GLASS K99
METAL K99
Bead K99

P
L
TC
BI
S
I
C
G
M
BD
Shallow bowl w/ intthckened rim PW

DATE RANGE: Crusader - Ottoman

BIB: Avissar 1995 p. 39, 3 (p. 124) fr Yqne'am

Local PW table wares section II. 1. 1 Bowls p. 123

in A Catalogue of Pottery from the Crusader, Ayyubid & Mamluk
Periods (12th.-16th. centuries AD.) M. Avissar, A. Boas &
E. Stern IAA, J'lem 1995

Many examples found in trench WE 3. 2 from the
following units:

21 1 42 1 62 1
22 1 52/56 1 67 11
29 11 56 1
34 1 57 1 TOTAL 18
36 11 59 11

Several possible non-joining bases of varying types

low ring foot 26, 30, 51, 65
disc foot 52
flat bottom 59

Fabric Range 5 yr 7/6 - 2.5 yr 5/6

wide br grey core, some straw & much sun round
white & black inc. Somewhat soft
DISPOSITION OF STORE ROOM ITEMS CB 4.7

RBG storejars to Akko: 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 4, 13
RBG storejars to Ramot Naftali: 2, 3, 4, 7, & 9
Rhodian amphora to Ramot Naftali: 10

Bottoms to MN for residue analyses: 3 & 12
K99 P1
WB 31.037

Turkish pipe

Single frag preserves entire bowl + stem
except for chip off bowl rim

L 5.7
bowl H 4

Very burned; fabric unid.

18th/19th c
//
K99 P2
WE 3.2.020

Kerbschnitt imitation black bowl

Single 8m rim + upper wall frag

P.M. 3.9
D.und
Th. .5

7.5yr N4/ fabric
burnished black slip

washed deco

in+out 2.5y N3/
K99 P3
CD 8.7.006

green-glazed bowl

Single frag pres n 1/8 circular rim to beg of lower wall

P.H. 3.1
est D rm 29
Th. 4

pale orange-burnt fabric
2.5 YR 6/8
fired yellow-white on
surfaces 10 YR 8/4

light grass-green glaze worn, dubbled
out
Kg9 P4
CD 8.7.006

CRS plate foot

Form 9?

Single frag preserving 1/4 circumference foot, floor + beg. of lower wall

P.H. 2.9
Est 0 foot 17
Th 5

Faint broad rouletting on lower wall

Fabric 7.5 YR 6/4
Clean dense bun, grey
Slip in + out hard, mottled lightly polished bun

5 YR 5/6
K99 P5
CB 2.4.039

ESA mold made bowl (H 24/no TA-type)
BEG 1stc AD

Single frag pres n 1/5 circumference run to
upper wall.
PH 5
est 0 rm 14
Th .5

Fabric
7.54 + 7/16
Slip 10R 4/8

design band
almost completely worn
off
looks vegetal
K99 P6
WC 4.1.005

ESA incurved rim bowl (H 20/TA 24)

2 joining frags pres 1/4 circumference
rim & wall

p.H. 4
1st D rm 11
Th. 4

Fabric 7.5 YR 8/6 Pale
Slip 10R 4/8
fired patchy, quite worn

cf. Slane 1997 EW 176-178 pl. 17
K99 P7
CB 4.8.008

ESA stamped bowl (TA 24 cf. FN 177 for deco/FN 178 for foot profile)
inc. rim

Single frag pres n 1/5 circumference foot
to beg of lower wall

P.H. 3
est 0 feet 10
Th .5

Fabric 7.5 YR 7/6
Slip 10 R 5/8
Smoke ring on ext + cut

double row of rouletting around floor, 1 palmette preserved
R99 P8
WB 3.1.088

bowl, local fine ware, Semi glazed

single frag pros 5½ circumference foot to beginning of lower wall

P.H. 2.6
est D foot 5
Th .5

soft yellow-white fabric 7.5 YR 8/6 U. clean dense, fully fired. mt covered in then, matt lt brownish-red slip, streaks dribbled down outer wall to foot 10 R 5/6 ext surface pared polished lightly before slip int of ring foot pared
SF juglet

Single fragment preserves entire foot, lower 1/3 body

D.f.t. 3.4  P.H. 4.2  Th. 4

Warm Ut BMP SF fabric fully fired
7.5YR 6/6

Rough stumpy cut disc ft
K99 P10
CA 9.3.090

4th/3rd cBC jug rim Judaeae?

Single rim frag
P.H. 4.8
EST 0 rim 30 ?
Th 7

Pale pinkish burn fabric 5 yR 6/6
Thin grey core. Many small angular
White & grey; some sm rounded black inc
K99 P11
CA 9.3.098

Attic bl fig cup frag
probably a skyphos

Single tiny body sherd  L 1.7  Th .3
2.5 yr 6/8 fabric
K99 P12
CA 9.3.095

Chian (? ) amphora foot

Single fragment preserving 1/3 circumference. Foot to beg of lower wall

Est. D. foot 25.7
P.H. 4.9
Ph. 1

Grey white core, light pale pink fabric
Int, fired yellow white on surface

Int 5YR 8/4-7/6
Core 7.5YR 8/4
Surface close to 10YR 8/4 but brighter
K99 P13
CB 4.7.081

SF jug

19 joining frags preserve complete profile, inc. handle; v 1/5 body wall + 1/2 foot missing.

H 18.5  D rim 8.1  max D 13  Th. 3

Hard dense pink-yellow fabric 5 YR 7/6 fully fired. Many fine + small rounded + angular white, 60% med rounded white + angular red, 10%2 v large rectangular white

Surface variegated from film blush

Wet slipped
K99 Pl4
WB 3.1.

SF flanged rim juglet

Intact; hairline crack on one wall.

H 12.5  D mouth 1.9
D rim 3
D base 3
max D 9.5

SF fabric w/ matt red pit 10 R 4/8 on rim, neck, handle & upper 1/2 body
K99 P15
WB 3.1.87

SF flanged rim juglet

Intact except for handle.

H 12.5
D rim 2.2  D mouth 1.8
D base 3

SF fragment fabric. Large burned area on shoulder, spreading down mud to lower wall on one side; patch of kiln blush on upper wall.

Traces of light red paint on shoulder

Parallel: Berlin 1997 (Tel Anafa) PW 59-62 pl. 10
K99 P16
WB 3.1.103

Crucible?

Single frag. Seems intact - cracked in
3 long diagonal lines up the interior
sides; rim either abraded or only
roughly finished

H 7
D rim 9.8
D base 4.6

Cracks

Worn/abraded & burned on bottom
K99 P17
CA 9.3.090
torpedo amphora
4 joining fragments preserve ⅓ circumference rim + shoulder, to very beginning of upper wall
P.H. 5.6
1st D rm 9
Th 1.1

Hard, dense orange fabric v. like SF 5 YR 6/8 fully fired; small rounded + angular red + 0.00 5m dark white
K99 P18
CB 4.8.042

Unguentarium neck, Attic

Single flax press entire neck from below run to U. beginning of shoulder

P.H. 3.7
D.top 1.9
D.bottom 2.2
Th. 3
K99 P19
CV 2.4.074

West Slope Ware BS
K99 P20
WE 3.2.021

RBG casserole
2 joining frags preserve c/5 circumference run to lower wall

P.H. 9.5
est Dmm 35
Th 1.1

red burn-gutty 2.5YR 4/8
wide grey core
burned on outside of rim & on bottom
K99 P 21
WE 3.2.042

CB R4 H, small

Single frag press SM pc of run/upper wall
not attached horizontal handle

Byzantine
K99 p22
CD 8.7.004

partially glazed ledge rim bowl
Akko bowl? Crusader?

single rim frag, 1/4 circle.
K99 p23
C0 7.8.003

LRC form 3

Single Sm run frag
K99 P24
CD 8.7.007

cut rim lid

single frag pros w 1/5 circum run to mid wall

Havanit ware
K89 p25
CD 8.7.007

Sm pl rim CP, Barrias Ware

2 joining frags & 1 non-joining BS preserve N 1/3 circum rim, 1/4 circum body to mud wall, 1 handle

3rd-5th C CE
K99 P26
CO 8.7.007

Threefold mouth juglet, grey ware

5 young boys press entire rim, bag of neck & handle

3rd - 5th/6th c CE
K9g p27
C0 8.7.007

Bowl, Slipped & ptd ware

2 joining frags & 1 non joining BS pres.
Small portion of rim to upper wall

13th c
K99  28
CR 87 008

high necked ledge rim CP
grey Havant ware?

2 joining frags pres n13 circum rim
to shoulder

potters mark on neck

3rd - 5th c CE
K99 P29
CD 8.7.008

High necked body rim CP

Gray Havanit ware?

Urging hasp pres 1/3 circum
From to shoulder, 1 handle

3rd - 5th c CE
K99 P30
CD 8.7.006

High necked ledge run CP

2 joining frags press sun portion of run to upper shoulder

Gray Hawaiian Ware?

3rd-5th CE
KGG P31
CB 4.7.022, 024

SF amphora klos

61 joining piece press essentially future vessel

H 29
D rim 2.8
D base 1.5

button base
k99 p32
CD 8.7.008

SF unguentarium

Simple hay press lower 1/3 of body to beg of Spindle
K99 P33
WE 3.2.029

basin lid

single frag pres w 1/2 circum run to beg of wall complete profile
wheelmade, fabric like RBG burned

K 9
PL 12
LGG P34
C0 8.7.003

Part of brazier?

Single bag press 1/4 circular bottom w/ handle straight
Charred interior
hand made
K99 p36
CD 8.7.003

jug rum

4 joining fraps press ¼ circum
rum & neck

smooth dense red brn CW (or 4/18
locally Malian

2nd-3rd CE?
K99 P35
WB 3.1.101

decorated cup handle strut

Single sm fray press sm portion of rim, entire upper strut

messy off center palmate incised
on outer edge on extra lump of clay

Archaic?
K99 P 37
CD 5.8.011

E Islamic brought CP

Single frag presses n/5 circum run to upper wall
K99  P38
CD 5.8.01

E Isl brn glz CP

Single fraz pres n 1/5 cencum
brn + upperwall
K99 P39
CD 8.7.003

1g bowl, handmade

2 joininghaps pres < 1/5 circum
turn + upper wall
K99 P40
CD 5.8.003

Combed ware basin

Single rim and wall frag

Pure white ware Abassid?
k99 p41
CD 5.8.011

stepped + ptd bowl rim

single sm rim + upper wall frag

13th c
K99 P42
CD 5.8.014

deep CW basin

Single rim + upper wall frag
Wavy incised deco on top of rim
Red burn clean CW

LR-Byz?
K99 P43
CD 5.8.015

Gouged Sgraffito Ware bowl rim
Single rim + wall frag
"Buff ware" (Metgar) jug

Single frag pres n 1/4 circumference lower neck & shoulder, entire H
K99 P45
CD 5.8.019

CRS bowl run

Single fg frag pres x 1/4 circum
run x wall
K99 P46
CD 5.8.020

handmade tile frag 7

Single Sun Run frag

// Fabric/texture of larger frag from WC4.1
Byz 7
K99 P47
CB 4.7.

amphoriskos deposit CB 47016

fused form unguentarium, pared

single fragment preserves almost entire foot, entire spindle to beginning of lower wall

P.H. 16
D foot 4
Th 1.2

semi fine pottery, fully fired

// Anafa Berlin 1997 PW 94-97
K99 p448
CB 4.7
Amphoriskos dep

SF Amphoriskos

Single fragment preserves entire vessel to bottom of neck, no handles

P.H. 20
D. foot 1.8
max D 7

// Anafa Berlin 1997
PW 70 pl 11
RESIDUE ANALYSIS

K99 P49
CB 4.7
drachomkos dep

SF amphouskos

single frag pres picture vessel to just below rim; 1 handle & part of lower attachment of 2nd handle

P. H. 22

// Anafa Berlin 1997 PW 69 pl. 11
K99 P50 + P98
CB 4.7.147 (JAR #12)

To AKKO

RBG pituos

many joining pages preserve much of vessel (to Akko, AA for cons.)

D bottom 6
max pws D 20

Th 1
K99 P51
CB 4.7.148 (jariff#3)

RBG potatus

pH 10
max D 23
Tn 1.8
K99 PSG
CB 4.7.094
w/ K99
SAH (0 and
SAH 8 (not restored)

Rhodean amph

restorable
K99 P53
CB 4.7.

RBG Store jar
found upside down in jar room
west NE corner
K99 P54
CB 4.7. JAR #11

RBG store jar
TO
AKKO

K99 P55
CB 4.7. JAR 5

RBG Store jar
TO AKKO

KGG P 56
CB 4.7
JAR 6

RBG Store jar
K99 P57
CB 4.7.  JAR 8

RBG Store jar

to
AKKO
KGG P58

mc. P50 bottom to RN for residue analysis

CB 4.7, JAR 12

RBG store jar
K99 P 59
CB 4.7. JAR(3)

RBG Store jar

TO AKKO
Kgg p 60
CB 4.7.128

Compare A drooping run plate

3 joining flaps pres comp profile,
1/2 circumference
KGG P61
CB 4.7.128

Compare A drooping run plate

Single frac pres w/14 circum run to mid wall
K99 P62
CB 4.7.134

1 spatter to run far off horizon handle

3 joining flaps preserve almost entire vessel; horizon handle stubs, 2/3 circumference remain
K99 P63
CB 4.7.140

BSP bowl

3 joining hap preserve 3/4 circum
foot & lower wall 1 hour joining BS

3 irregularly arranged stamped
palmettes within single rouleaued circle
K99 P64
WB 3.1. (20)
SF flanged rim gasket
almost intact; 1 small BS glued on
H 12.5
D rim 2.8
D base 3
K99 P69
WB 3.1.121

deep shouldered Stew Pot
of high neck & heavy handle

Sandy CW

many joining fraps press almost entire
upper part of pot
K99 P66
CB 4.7
amphouskos dep

SF amphouskos intact
button base
K99 P67
CB 4.7.

amphoriskos deposit

SF amphoriskos

body intact; 2 joining frags attach rim, neck; 1 entire handle & most of 2nd
K99 P68
CB 4.7.
from amphorukos dep

SF amphorukos
intact
K99 P69
CB 4.7.

amphoriskos dep

single frag pm entire body to 'z way up neck, 1 handle, 1 handle stub at lower attachment

talse ring 6 ft
KGG P70
CB 4.7

from amphoriskos dep

SF amphoriskos

Single frag pres entire body to beg of neck, no obvious handle stubs

Surface almost completely shredded off, burned & cracked
K99 p71
CB 4.7.

from amphoraekos deposit

Single frag pres almost entire body
to beg of neck, 1 lower handle stub

SF amphoraekos

button toe
K99 P72
CB 4.7.

from amphiroskos dep

SF amphoricos, v. large

single frag pres future vessel to

and neck, 1 handle, 1 lower stub

button toe
K99 Pt3
CB 4.7.

from amphorakos deposit

SF amphorakos

23 joining frags pres essentially complete vessel
button toe
K99 P 75
CB 4.7.124

Spalten CP necked 1/2 rim
Many joining flops per each of vessel

Drum 13
K9- L1
WB 3.1.15
WB 31007
Folded lamp
Single fragment preserving ~1/8 circumference.
P.H. 2.8
Th. 7
Red-browny gritty fabric (GCW?) 2.5yR 5/8
Thin dk gray core, many smeared, some lg
Rounded white inc. well smoothed on rim.

K9- L2
WC 5.6.16
Folded lamp
Single fragment preserving ~1/6 circumference.
Cone rim + upper body.
P.H. 4.5
Th. 7
Same fine fabric (7.5yR 7/6) fully fired
Surface abraded/flaked off in points, parred on outside body.
K99 L1
CB 2.4.0/5

Erotes lamp, kite-shaped body
2 joining fragments preserve entire body, beginning lower nozzle

P.L. 7.6
H 2.7

Grey ware. Pale reddish core; residue of black glaze! on upper surface

\[\text{Poseuntial} + \text{Swan, nos. 24 & 25, pp. 13-14}\]
but this is a different mold. Erotes held palmate double-convex body, long nozzle. Pair of antithetic winged erotes of caduceus \( \mu \) their heads. 2 grooves/3 ridges either side of nozzle. Flat base wih narrow groove surrounding.

\[\text{End c. 2nd c BC - beg 1st c BC}\]
K99 L2
CP 8.7.007

Ephesos lamp

Single frag preserving 1/4 circumference inner rim.
est. D. filling hole 2.5
P.L. 3.2

clean lt grey fabric, dk grey matt slip in/out

[Drawing of a groove]
K99 L3
CB 4.7.092

Delphiniiform lamp, lug handle

Intact. L 8 H 2.6

Gray fabric, then matt black slip on ext. burned at nozzle

Radiating rows of herringbone pattern on rim. Slightly raised rounded ring base. No pattern on nozzle.

// Rosenthal & Stuerzen
no. 22 p. 13
2nd c BC
K 99 L 4
CD 8 7 006

lamp fragment, Byzantine

single frag preserving 1/4 circumference bottom, beg of lower wall P.H. 1.2

hard, faintly lime-veined, bright yellow-pink fabric 5 yr 7/8 fully fired

est 0 4

flat base with outside ring formed by 2 grooves encircling small impressed circle, stylized palmette on lower wall

parallel for bottom detail in Rosenthal + Swan, no. 228, p. 576 late Attic lamp 4th c AD
K99 L5
WB 3.1.084

Ephesos lamp variant

3 joining frags preserve 1/3 circumference from base to fill hole.

H 3.2
est D base 4.5
est D fill hole 2.5
est max D 7.5
dark, then red-burnished, not quite fired
unevenly 2.5R 4/8 - 10R 4/4

double convex body

fine grained, somewhat soft peach-brun
fabric (5YR 7/6)
fully fired
K99 L6
CA 9.3.035

Folded lamp

3 joining fragments preserve ~ 4/5 lamp body & rim, half of nozzle, future bottom

Fabric looks like st, somewhat harder
5 yr 7/8 fully fired, fine lime flecks
+0cc angular red mic
PL 16.5
W 13.5
H 6.8
Th .5

burned at nozzle

next page
for profile
K99 LB profile

sharply trunned

paved underside
K99 L7
CB 4.7.
from amphora los deposit

wheelmade lamp SF?

single frag pres entire lower body & nozzle

P.L. 7.5
H. 2.9
D base 3.6
K99 TC 1
CB 4.7.003

fig flag
K99 +2
CB +2.4.008

fig frag
K99 TC4
CA 9.3.103

fig frag
KGG TC 5
CB 2.4.060
fig frag
K99 tz 6
CA 9.3.057

fig/pendant frag
K99 BI 1
WE 3.2.032

Ivory hair pin

Single fragment preserves lower portion of shaft from tip to middle

P.L. 4.5 Width at top .45

Rectangular in section; undecorated
k99 BI 2
CB 2.4. 012

bone inlay

single fragment end of flat decorated inlay.
H 1.5
PL 1.2
Th .1

top trimmed & polished. 2 concentric circles incised.
K99 BI 3
CB 4.7.128

Oval inlay, tiny intact.

L .8
W .5

from horn ?

[Top view]
K99 S1
CA 9, 3, 088

Pestle bottom

Single fragment preserving about 1/3 bottom and portion of side of pestle.

PH 5.4 cm
PW 2.6 cm
Diam. 4.6 cm

Basalt & white inclusions
Pestle

Single fragment preserving complete pestle. Slightly chipped at top. Entire surface white and polished. Dark brown accretions in line from top to bottom on one side.

PH 7.6 cm
Diam. 4.9 cm

Limestone (shelly?)

Bottom grinding surface broken and slightly concave.
K99 53
c84.7.055

Grinder / Pestle


PH 2.5 cm

W 4.5 cm

Dia 4.7 cm

Limestone
K9954
WE 4.1.026

Stone pendant, incised

Intact.
H 3.2
W at bottom 2
Th. 7

Hole, 3D bored through top

Limestone. Edges ground flat. Backside smoothed. Faintly incised on und from:

XP
K99 S5
WE 3.2.032

Alabaster vessel fragment

Single piece of wall, broken on all sides.

P.H. 7.9
Th 16

Translucent yellow white alabaster,
Smoothed inside & out. Natural
Imperfection in stone of horizontal
White Striation
K99 SG
WB 3.1.096

Stone vessel, bowl?

Single frag. Pres. 1/3 circumference flat base, 1/4 circumference lower wall
P.H. 3.2
Rsl D base 3 - 3.5
Th .4

v hard st öne - granite?, dolomite?
polished in + out; lightly grooved circle around flat disc base
many sm + med rounded white inclusions in stone, much more visible on ext. surface
K99 S7
WC 4.1.023

Button?

Intact. D 2.1 H. 9

PROFILE // City of David II (Ariel 1990)
BI 167 Fig. 20 + p. 139 2nd Temple period

hard green stone (polished) smooth; lathe-
turned? dolomite?
K99 S8
CB 2.4.016

Spindle Whorl?

Single fragment preserving half of whorl, central hole almost to end

D 2.8 H 2.2

Soft limestone. Smoothed ext

off center groove, angled through stone slightly sideways
K99 S9
WB 3.1.101

grinding platter, basalt

single flag preserves n 2/3 L, complete profile.

P.L. 29
H 5

elongated leaf shape w/ smoothed, slightly concave upper surface
K99 SAH 1
WE 3.2.009

Stamped amphora handle, Rhodian

Single frag preserves upper portion of
handle; most of broad rectangular
stamp, broken at lower right corner

P.H. 6.5  P.L. 10
Stamp dimensions 2.3 x 1.5
K99 SAH 2
WB 3.1.082

Stamped amphora handle, Rhodian

Single fragment preserves most of upper portion of handle and about 1/3 stem
P.M. 13 Th. 4

Stamp dimensions: 3 x 1.5

ΕΠΙΔΡΕΤΑ
ΚΛΕΟΥΣ

Not in Anôla Volume
K99 SAH 3
CB 4.7.021

stamped Phoenician handle

2 joining frags preserve entire stamp
rectangular 4.5 L x 2 H

ETTTTIM
EMIJOY

Clay found on
City of David
or Ano ja
K99 SAH 4
WB 3.1.100

Stamped Rhodian amphora handle

Single frag press sm piece of neck, upper portion of handle to beg of lower portion, wide rectangular stamp, v. abraded

Stamp 4 L x 2 H

Caduceus?

Possibilities:

ΔΟΥΝΟΣ cf. TA SAH 40 1500 BC *
ΚΛΗΟΝΟΩΣ cf. TA p. 186 125 BC
ΔΟΥΝΟΣ cf. City of David S 29 per. II
K99 SAH 5
CB 4.7.103

Stamped Phoenian amphora handle

2 joining frags preserve c/3 upper portion of handle, entire rect. stamp

3.7 W x 1.9 H

Stamped retrograde

[320W] - I Tlmous

cf. City of David S 323-324 pp 65-66
Fabricant late Period IV + into Period V
80 (40's BC)
K99 SAH 6
CB 4.7.101

Stamped Rhodian amphora handle

Single frag pres 2/3 upper portion + 1/4 lower portion, future rectangular stamp

3.7 L x 1.8 H

E: ΜΟΥΡΡΩΔΟΥ
A: ΤΙΟΥ

EPONYM:
Τιμούρρωδος

MONTH:
ΑΡΤΑΜΙΤΤΟΣ

CF. CITY OF DAVID
5 322 p. 65

PERIOD IV
although this is a circular stamp of a hose
K99 SAH 7
CB 4.7.19 or 21 or 22

Stamped Rhodian amphora handle

Single frag pres entire upper portion of handle, implying piece of rim

Circular stamp 8a diameter 3

"ИППОКРЫТУС"

Cf. TA p. 219

Fabricant working at beg of Period V (i.e., late 140s)

*City of David 5192, p. 52

LATE PERIOD III / PERIOD IV A 184-150 BC
(Cf. find at Beth Zur 175-165 BC)
K99 SAHS
CB 4.7.115

Stamped Rhodian amphora handle

Single frag pres most of rect stamp. 1/3 upper portion of handle & some of lower shaft.

BPOMIOY
K99 SAH 9
CB 4.7.033

Stamped Phoenician amphora handle

Single frag press upper portion of handle to leg of downtime

V abraded rect stamp
K99 SAH 10
CB 4.7.094 on K99 P92

stamped Rhodian amphora handle

ΕΠΙ ΖΕΥΓΩΛΩΝ ....
ΕΜΠΟΡΙΟΥ
K99 I 1
WC 4.1.016
Scarab.
Intact, L 1.7, W 1.2, H 1.3
Possibly limestone, pierced lengthwise.

[Top Diagram]  [Bottom Diagram]  [Side Diagram]
K99 I2
WB 3.1.097

seal - bulla

intact.

2 opposing standing gazelles
1st standard between them &
crescent above
L99 I3
CB 2.4.008

Inscribed sherd

Single sm body sherd, probably from a jar

Gritty, light pinkish-brown fabric 5 yR 6/6 wide grey core, fired (orange on surface) 2.5 yR 6/8

Letters incised in leather-hard stage, before firing, Hebrew: "IN..."
K99 C1  CB 4.7.001  Ptolemaic
K99 C2  CB 2.4.005  Antiochus IV
K99 C3  CB 2.4.015  Antiochus III minted in Akka
K99 C4  CB 2.4.020  Antiochus VIII of Cilicia
K99 C5  WB 3.1 north  Ottoman 19th c
K99 C6  CB 4.7.025  British Mandate 1939
K99 C7  CB 4.7.031  Syrian penny 1921
K99 C8  CB 2.4.032  Tyrian shekel 123/122 BCE
K99 C9  WB 3.1.061  Ptolemaic
K99 C10 WB 3.1.063  Hellenistic
K99 C11 WB 3.1.067  Autonomous Tyre 1st/2nd c BC
K99 C12 CB 4.8.004  Hasmonaean proto-Jananai
K99 C13 WE 3.2.004  4th c CE
K99 C14 WE 3.2.002  Ptolemaic
K99 C15 CD 8.7.006  Byzantine
K99  C16  WB  3.1.71, 72.0173  NEquad
Sidoman and 1st BC - Augustus

K99  C17  CB  2.4.063  Seleucos IV  or
Antiochus IV mint Tyre

K99  C18  CB  2.4.084  Antiochus III

K99  C19  LD  7.8.001  modern

K99  C20  CB  4.7.131  Seleucid Ant III 189 BC
Tyre (Sidon mint)

K99  C21  from spoil heap

K99  C22  CB  2.4.028
K99 G1
CB 4.7.0/2

glass bracelet

single fragment preserving ~ 1/4 circumference.
Th 1 est D 6 ext/5 int

blue glass with a multi-colored casing, preserved only in one small area; thin white ridged band added on exterior, w/ diagonal brown stripes
K99 G2
WC 4.1.003

glass bracelet
single fragment preserving 1/8 circumsfer.
Th. 1 cm est D 5.5 ext/4.5 int.
blue glass w/ multi colored casing; then
ridged band added on ext. diagonal
green & yellow stripes

red orange
green
yellow
blue
red-orange
yellow
K99 G3
WC 4.1. 003

glass jug foot

Single frag pres entire desc foot, beginning of lower wall

D foot 4.4  P.H. 1.3

blue-green clear glass, thick solid desc foot; mark on bottom for blow-tube
K99 M2
CB 2.4 Cleaning 6/16

Silver earring / copper wire

Single fragment preserving lower ring, part of both shafts

P.L. 1 W. 9